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“a new sound for a new generation” (audiofuzz)
Hallam London is a musical commuter between his
homecity of Dresden in Germany, and Sheffield in
Northern England. Not only has the latter produced
some magnificent bands that are amongst Hallam’s
most important influences, but it’s also the home of
lyricist Ian Badcoe, and respected music producer
Dave Sanderson (Reverend and the Makers,
65daysofstatic).
For his coming album, Hallam is engaging with
contemporary English poetry with lyricist
Ian Badcoe. Together the two have created an
album called Be Yourself in 11 Easy Lessons drawing
on themes of gender, mental health, modern city life,
and their shared love of science fiction. This album

was recently produced by
Dave Sanderson and will be
released in 2021, but its story
stems from an encounter on
a UK poetry forum back in
2014. Hallam was looking for
poets who might inspire new
compositions but found, not
just a few new songs, but a
long-term collaboration and
close friendship. Hallam feels
that Ian’s lyrics with their intelligent profoundness,
witty sense of humour, and sonorous language
stand out clearly against the usual pop monotony.
For a previous album: Not Afraid of Greatness
[https://bit.ly/get-greatness], Hallam also
channelled his love of
English language poetry into
music, but on that occasion
drew on the sonnets of
William Shakespeare. He
turned some of the most
famous of those exquisite
400-year-old poems into avantgarde electro-pop
which was described as: “captivating and magical …
elaborately composed” – while Hallam himself has
been regarded as: “a virtuoso singer, colourful
guitarist and, above all, a daring composer”.

Music Videos

Soap Bubble
A Poem by Ian Badcoe
released 27 Nov 2020

Soap Bubble [live – feat. Reentko]
A Poem by Ian Badcoe
released 27 Dec 2020
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On End Times Boulevard
(from Be Yourself in 11 Easy Lessons)
released 22 Jan 2021
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